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Athlete accused of alcohol ..induced assault
(on investigating officers)
ther stated they saw an
individual with crutches
strike the bicyclist "a
couple of times," after
which the bicyclist "simply. rode
off to avoid the situation."
At 1:20 a.rn, the bicyclist
returned and three men were
observed in a "heated" conversa-
tion, the report continues.
Attempts were made to diffuse
the situation by a Chaffee Hall
resident staff member, and at
this time "the suspect on crutch·
es" reached over and "forcefully
John Threel __
8elSlYrillf. __
Boise State unive.rsity fresh-man football tailback,Myron "Marty" Thomas
Johnson II awaits an appearance
before the Ada County
Magistrate Court on Monday, Oct.
19, for a preliminary hearing
regarding charges of felony rob-
bery, misdemeanor resisting
arrest and obstructing a police
officer.
Johnson's appearance stems
from a Sept. 13 incident in the
campus parking lot of Chaffee
Hall.
According to Ada County'
Sheriff's Office reports, at
approximately 1:30 a.rn, on
Sept. 13, Ada County Sheriff's
. Deputy Gary Miller and Deputy
Matt Taddicken were .dispatched
.to Chaffee Hall at the request of
the dorm's staff.
According to the BSU
Residence Hall Incident Report
submitted by resident assistant
Andy Williamson, "an alterca-
tion" occurring in the Chaffee
Hall parking lot at 1:00 a.m. was
reported. However, residence
staff saw no altercation' when
they went to investigate.
Shortly after, a female resi-
dent of Chaffee Hall "com-
plained in the presence of
Chaffee Security Officer Gerald
Schafer that individuals in the
parking lot had aggressively
approached her." The report
contains no indication that
Johnson was among the individu-
als complained about.
The incident report states
that witnesses inside Chaffee
Hall described the 1:00 a. m.
altercation to the residence
staff.
The witnesses indicated
they had seen "an individual in a
red t-shirt" take a bicycle from a
man and throw it across the
parking lot." The witnesses fur-
"The assault with the
crutch caused red
marks on [the
victim's] back [and] a
welt on his right
forearm," Miller's
report continues.
removed a golden necklace from
the neck" of the bicyclist.
The residence hall incident
report indicates security was
called, because the Chaffee Hall
staff member believed "the situ-
ation was. growing out of con-
trol." The bicyclist, a resident of
Chaffee Hall, was escorted into
the dorm by staff members.
According to the report filed
with the Ada County Sheriff's
Office by Miller, the victim com-
plained to the responding officers
that "against the victim's will"
his alleged assailant had
"grabbed the necklace that was
around [his] neck and pulled it
off. " The victim told the deputies
he had been "hit at least three
times with the deadly instrument
of crutches" on the arm, leg and
back.
. 'The assault with the crutch
caused red marks on [the vic-
tim's] back [and] a welt on his
right forearm," Miller's report
continues. The complaint also
notes, "He was hit so hard he
thought his arm would break."
The victim identified the
alleged assailant as Johnson,
according to the police. report.
. Miller's report states that he .
and Iaddicken went to Johnson's
room, accompanied by Schafer.
The officers received no
response when they knocked and
announced their identities.
Schafer unlocked the door and
let the deputies into the room.
On entering the room
"Johnson was asleep on his bed,"
the report. notes. The officers
asked Johnson about the neck-
lace and Johnson told the offi-
cers "he did not have the neck-
lace and invited the officers to
search him and the room."
According, to the report,
Johnson was ,..--------------"':':":'"":---:------:-----::---:"""7.':=-1
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news
scraped" and that he "suffered a
blow to his inside catf and
received a baseball sized rasp-
berry." .
Miller noted he could "smell
an odor of alcoholic beverage
coming from Johnson."
Taddicken called for assis-
tance and "Deputy Todd Dehlin
arrived and sprayed Johnson: in
his face with a short burst of 10
percent oleoresin capsicum [pep-
per spray]." Johnson was then
handcuffed, escorted from the
residence hall and transported to
the Ada County Jail.
Johnson is currently free on
$1,500 bail according to Ada
County Magistrate Court docu-
ments. The court documents did
not indicate who posted bail.
Johnson's status with the
BSU football team \s currently
unknown. BSU Head Football
Coach Dirk Koetter has not
responded to The
Arbiter's telephone calls and
- requests for an interview.
Because of student privacy
issues it is impossible to discover
whether Johnson has or will be
charged with any violations of
BSU student or residence hall
regulations. ASBSUJudiciary pro-
ceedings regarding student code
violations remain closed unless
the defendant requests an open
hearing.
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The long haul wins:
approves public
Graham passionately
pointed out that public
access "lets the com-
munity engage in a
dialogue with itself." Because
the channels would only be
supervised by a citizen's action
committee, they would become
"the voice of the people who
aren't involved with ... corpo-
rate hie
explained
Paul
Cabin Li
agreed,
boxesno I
audience.
Non-
the LCLC
Society
their mes
and perha
Othe
creative
access. BSU'
fessor Dan Morris of the Boise
Valley Chorusmen, a barbershop
quartet group, said hewould like
Slepbanie Matlock. _
NewsWrtte'l-[ _
BOiseanscan soonrecline asthey watcn a barbershop. quartet, take an education-
al course or produce their own
television showson a new public
accesscable channel.
On Oct. 6, the Boise City
Council approved extending TCI
Cablevision'scontract for anoth-
er 15 years, adding the provision
that'TCI provide up to five public
accesschannels.
Supporters from around the
community testified in favor of
the contract, citing free speech
and the First Amendment as
essential elements in a strong
democracy.
"[Public access]helps make
real the promise of the First
Amendment, " Jack Van
Valkenberg, director of. the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Idaho, told the council.
Student activist Joshua
. r of the Log
.Center (LCLC)
out that "soap-
.reacha sufficient
groups such as
e IdahoHistlliical
able to spread
via the channels
mbership.
ered more
news
City Council
access channels
tions to the logistical problemsof other programs.
.funding and operating a station. A new citizen's committee
Although the contract calls will now review the potential of
for at least five public access public access, and also how to
channels, only one will be estab- fund the endeavor.Theywill pre-
lished immediately. It will focus sent their recommendations to
onernment and educational the city council in six to eight
amming. The educational weeks.
ion means that the Boise When funding becomesavail-
tate communicationdepartment . able, however, it will most likely
ly with Public come from the "citizen's fran-
. classes and chise fee" TCI must pay Boise.
s via televi- According to contract, TCI is
required to share five percent of
its yearly income with the city.
Currently, that comes to about
$738,000 per year. As TCI's cus-
tomer base increases, so will its
franchise fee.
Supporterssaythey need this
funding to establish a site and
studio for the PublicAccesschan-
nels and hire trained staff' to "
operate the equipment. The
equipment itself wasalready pro-
vided by TCI within the contract
agreement.
to use the channelsas a medium
to "provide barbershopharmony
to people in the valley."
Supportersandcouncil mem-
bers also discussedthe ability to
broadcastideasandagendasfrom
churchesand neighborhso-
ciations.
Noneof the citizens who
tified made any dissen
''We think it's a gooddea ,
the public, " said Alec Andru
budget director for the City
Boise. "And we think it's a goo
deal for the city. "
"So far, so good," BobRud
breathed with relief atterth
council unanimouslyapprovedt
contract. Rudd,a BSUcommu
cation professor,saidhe felt op
mistic about the plan but
franchise agreement cements the
possibility of public accesstelevi-
sion, but does not provide solu- .
Jessi Lomb called Rock the Vote,
ll---!IeI-S W-rt-ter------,\ took place outside the
,o- ---J SUB on Oct. 8. The
voter registration drive
collected over 600 new cardsand
gave over 7,000 students a
chance to meet potential public
officials face-to-face.
The cooperative effort
between the College Democrats
and College Republicans loosely
followe<l the example of MTV's
Rock the Vote, broadcast every
presidential election year. The
College Republicans and
Democrats took the idea and
expanded it by adding local cen-
didates, distributing literature
and airing issues.
All major state·wide candi·
dates were either present or rep-
resented, with the exception of
Anne Fox, Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Attempts to
bring Fox'scampaignto BSUwere
madebut no correspondinginter-
est was expressedby Fox or her
supporters.
Steve Steading, BSU
Coordinator of Student Relations,
helped organizethe event.
"Our agegroupis targeted as
apathetic," Steading notes.
Fewer than one fourth of college
studentsvote, which only perpet-
uates that image. Steading feels
students simply need a chance to
meet the candidates.which often
spursattention to issues.
Damien Reed, a sociology
student, doesn't vote.
"Once I meet a candidate I
feel truly represents me, that's
when I will vote."
Candidates beat drums, enlighten
students at Rock the Vote '98
Musicfrom the Mosquitonesfilled the air while a candi-date for public office beat
on drums; students sat at tables
listening, studying and moving to
the music. The band took a break
but instead of leaving an empty
stage and an audience star-
ing at unused microphones,
00 candidates runningfor office
g: spoke about issues impor-........r tant to them and voters.
..... The horn-filled musicof
~ the Mosquitones created ag relaxed atmosphere where
• students conversed with....
$ candidates and registered to
~ vote. StudentsVote '98, also
~
ars, TCI plans'
second public
r use by the
lation.
d bolts" now,
orne in imple-
'ng out the
lie access.
g may prove
'ty operateson
t cycle. The city
recently approved finances for
the next two years and has
already appropriated funding for
While such a candidate may
not make this year's ballot, Rock
the Vote gave students the
chance to learn for themselves.
"Students are a
sleeping giant. If
they got involved
they could
det~rmine the
outcome in every
close election." -Dan
Williams
Candidates focused mainly
on educational issues or topics
which directly affect students.
Audiences members voiced their
involvement by cheering or boo-
ing various points. Congressional
candidate Bill Mauk added his
bongo skills to the band's overall
sound.
Assistant Rockthe Vote coor-
dinator, Korrin Eveland, explains
that it is important for students
to vote and become involved
because "government affects
every student on this campus
whether they like it or not."
"Students are a sleeping
giant, " saysDanWilliams, running
for Congresson the Democratic
ticket. "If they got involved they
could determine the outcome in
every close election. "
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OSADseeks new blood to promote progressive agenda
news 7 __ ~_
Lee Vander Boegb find an organization
Special 10 The Arbile[ , tailored to their liking
Students willing to make at BSU. Thea difference and endure Organization of Students ofa load of hard work can ,African Descent (OSAD)plans
at least two major activities
for the fall and spring semes-
ters and "help is always need-
ed."
"Everybody is encouraged
to come check us out," says
Boz 'Bell, president. Bell is
soliciting new membership
and promoting the organiza-
tion and its activities through-
out campus. The weekly OSAD
meetings take place at 2:40
p.m. Friday afternoons in the
Multi-Ethnic Center in the
Student Union Building Annex.
African descent is not
required of those who attend.
Club officers provide
leadership, promoting the
organization, its goals and
upcoming projects.
Procedural rules are followed
during meetings to promote
group participation and allow
every one a chance to speak
without fear of ridicule. Bell
notes the support the-ergant-
zation provides for its memo
bers.
The upcoming Martin
Luther King, Jr. dinner, which
continues to draw huge
crowds yearly, holds much of
OSAD's focus, requlrtng an
enormous amount of planl1ing
and preparation. Last year's
dinner drew more than '200
people, including many state
and national dignitaries. The
next one takes place during
the spring semester of 1999.
"Blacks Into the Future"
invites and promotes African·
American high school and
transfer students to tour the
BSUcampus. Its main purpose
"is promoting new member-
ship," Bell explains. "Most of
our members are upperclass-
men, so we need fresh
, blood."
New people are invited to
help plan and promote OSAD's
upcoming events, as well
as boost its numbers. :;I
I'D
Bell encourages all ~
9:students to attend the ~
meetings. •
"It's pretty relaxed ~
atmosphere, and every- ~
.....
body seems to have a lot ~
offun," he says.
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OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS -INAMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
"""""'I Then it comes to planning a comfort-
VV able future, America's best and
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
With over $230 billion in assets under
management, we're the world's largest
retirement system, the nation's leader in
customer sati~faction,Ct and the overwhelm-
ing choice of people in education, research,
and related fields.
Expertise You Can Count On
For 80 yea~s, TlAA-CREF has intro-
duced intelligent solutions to Americas long-
term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension. invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact,
we manage the largest stock account in the
world (based on assets under manageme~t).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even, more of your financial goals.
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to
mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
~d choice you need, backed by a proven
history of performance, remarkably low
expenses, and peerless commitment to
personal service.
Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world'spre.-
mier retirement organization, talk to one
of our retirement planning experts at
1 800 842-2776. Or better still. speak to
one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa--eref.org
Ensuring the future
for those who shape tt...
, , . &ocJJn- /WiItgJ P_ performance ia no p.ranhoe of future .-uIta. CREF<:e~_~d in~.ta
·DALBAR. Inc .. 1997 JJ.finetJ CMtri6od: ibeeed L.. TlAA-CREF Individual and I... titutional SenrieeL For more comp~e info~. mclud-
in the TlAA Real Eatate Accounl are Irl ...,. , u"," r .L· -ctu_ Read them carefully before you mvat or _ mooe;y.
, L__ d .~ ...... caIJ 1800 842-2733. exteo ••oo UUU7. ,or ... e pro-r- 'las e.....D".an ~r- '. .
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..0
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AFFlROJaTlve ACTlon;
where do you stand?
California students will hold a walkout demonstration on
October 21 & 22 in protest of the State of California's
Affrimitive Action Activities. The ethnic student organizations
at BSU plan to approach this issue by hosting a forum on
Tuesday, October 20th from 5 ' 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Fransworth room. This will be prior to the California
event in efforts to be proactive and not reactive.
For questions or concerns call the Multi-Ethinc Center at 426-4317
Richard Baker, a
JessiLoerch,--------l sociology professor and
NewsWrtterl- Director of Hispanic
The average Hispanic· Studies, says the numberspre-Americanearnsbarely one- sented in the report may not behalf the incomeof the aver- nearly as significant as they are
age white American. Nearly a made out. He feels that media
quarter of both Hispanics and and political powerstend to give
African·Americanslive below the the economya rosy look, while
,poverty level, compared to. ignoring people who remain
approximately one- tenth of belowthe poverty line.
white Americans. The Census Bakerexplainsthat a signifi·
Bureau released these statistics cant reasonfor traditionally low
last month, accompanied by minority incomes stems from
headlines highlighting rises in public educationsystems.
minority incomes and a corre- For the last eighteen
, spondingdrop in poverty. months, Bakerhasdevoted time
Minority incomes rose at a to studyingMexican·Americansin
higher rate than non-minorities the Nampaschooldistrict. While
from 1996·1997. Both African' observingsome at NampaHigh
American and Hispanic incomes Schooland othersat WestJunior
increased about two percent High, he found the public educa-
more than those of Caucasians. tion system failed to meet the
Overall, the total poverty rate needs'of thesestudents.
decreasedfrom 1996to 1997but "There is nothingin the cur-
minoritiesstill rankhighin pover- riculumdealingwith HispaniccuI·
, tv·
When: October 20th TIme: 5 ,.7 p.m,
Your presence at the forum will greatly add to the
legitimacy of concern! All encouraged to attend!
~~1! tr;tmt: t:;.:II';~lY
Location: On the comer of Michigan A\'e. and Univer.ity Dr.
http://ethnctr@bl;u.idbsu.edu (20~) 38504317
ture, history or literature," says cation for minority students.
Baker. WhileBakercommendstheseand
Bakerexplainsthat teachers similar efforts, he saysofficials
can utilize numerousmethodsto candomore. Thecurrent admin-
heightenminority education, but istration maintains a positive
.teachers and administrators positionfor diversityat BSU,says
remainunawareof them. Baker, but state funding, which
,Forty-onepercentof Hispanic can enhance these programs,
students at NampaHigh School remainshard to comeby.
drop out before graduation. Bu~ Racismstill takes place at
NHS's annual report made no the collegelevel aswell, hamper·
mention of this. Baker feels the ing academicenrichment.Hecker
reasonfor the rate resultsfrom a cites racial ,epithets on several
'complete lack of curriculum for signs" plaguing areas of BSU
Hispanicstudents.All pupils take dorms.
Englishand reading classesbut Teresa Rodriguez, student
none of the standard literature coordinator of' the Multi-Ethnic
coursesfeature Hispanicwriters. Center, explains that programs
Evenwhen students were given suchas 'Mentor Fora Day'andan
choicesfor free reading,noneof Affirmative Action forum on Oct.
the selectionsincluded Hispanic 24 help provideminority students
authors. with the opportunity to become
Betty Hecker, Director of involvedin campuslife. Rodriguez
Affirmative Action, says"I don't believes that offering students
think that the State Board of this chancewill increase reten-
Educationas an entity has put tion rates, thereby improving
much work minority graduationnumbers.
into expand- Rodriguez realizes the
ing diversity." amount of funds can determine
She adds, "In how many programs can be
this country, offered. She says that finances
minority stu- posed a problem last year and
dents tend to their lack preventedimplementa-
get a worse tion and expansionof somepro-
education so gramsthat could help minorities
they are not academically.
as prepared The American ideals of
for college." ruggedindividualismstaycloseto
But Baker the hearts of manycitizens. But
, does offer a suchattitudes can actually harm
more positive societyby preventinganysympa-
outlook for thy for those in need. Baker
minority stu- explainsthat minority victims of
dents once racism,lower incomesandpover-
they reachthe ty actually get blamed for their
college level- circumstances. Idaho's minimal
if theymakeit welfare systemdrawssomeof the
that far. BSU blameby allowingpeoplea maxi-
provides both mumof two yearson welfare-if
the High , they can manageto get it in the
S c h 0 0 I first place.
Equivalency Idaho'slimited welfare drew
Program and enoughattention to get featured
Col leg e in the nationally-syndicatedcar-
Ass i s tan t toon "Doonesbury"which stated .
Mig ran t that being poor in Idaho is basi-
Pro g ram cally illegal. The lack of a mini-
which support mumwagefor farm workersalso
a diverseedu- makesimprovement difficult for
Poverty rate:
Hispanics-27.1percent
AfricanAmericans·26.5 per
cent
AsiansandPacific Islanders-
14percent
Whites' 11percent
Per Capita Income:
Hispanks~$10,773
AfricanAmericans-$12,351
AsiansandPacific Islanders-
$18,226
Whites-$20,425
Percent of new full-
time freshman students
who graduate wit~in six
years from BSU:
Non-minority- 22 percent
Minority- 13percent
,,
Nationally
Non·minority-46 percent
Minority- 30percent
many minorities who work in
agriculture.
Bakercites "social institu-
tions not meeting the needsof
Hispanicstudents"asthe prima-
ry reason for lower incomes
among that group. The same
conceptappliesto mostminori-
ties. Racismlies deepbelowthe
surface in most instances and
accordingto Baker,this makesit
moredifficult to alleviate.
Changerequires a rework-
ing of the status quo, which
often results in public outcry.
Bakerfeels that cries of special
privileges must be overcome
before the statusquo beginsto
change.
''The mediaand the power
elite will continueto tell usthat
the economyis doingwell when,
in fact, a lot of peopleare left
out of thesefigures," he states.
--_OcloberI41998 news
Nursing students Communication
shield homeless Student Organization:
from the cold back from the dead?
JessiLoerch , successful campaign.
News Wriler . The homeless pop-
A~~l:~~:~;~:~;~'!f ;i! :~~d =' ~
hasjnitiat~tacoafandhianket
driJ~fri~q~ff()rt to keep the cold Rescue Mission ao~CQmmunity
offBo.•··•.i ~~S.ihO....•·•·.. .•ln.• .··.eless. House for distribQtiprt;:p~~tion
(Ni.· ..···· t d t G' boxes remain M.th~·@Jrsing::~I1t.;:~BUil('.. ~t~,tfeel
tacted the BOise ReScue Mission gUiltyW~I1Y9Y.~~Pt~riew coat
~~:f~!~~\\.'.1J~~::~~;
Ragan's id~a andah~te old coats and blan-
resources to hers, organizing a kets. ' :',
Parking preoccupies
campus planners
proposals are scheduled:
JohnThreet Thursday, Oct.
NewsWritet: 15-4:15 p.m, ASBSU
BSU Parking and Senate, in the Senate Forum of
9--------
StephanieMatlock______ of eso. Heading the within eso.
NewSWriler 1 effort to re-establish, "We gave it CPR last year,"
. the group are communi- Kurtis Walton, vice-president 9fStudents of communication bcation professor Rick Moore and last year's eso, remem ers.at BSUare staging a come- newly appointed eso president Walton looks forward to a club
back through a club many Peg Richards. more successful and popular
classify as already dead. Once A senior communications than in recent years.
one of the largest groups on the h h .ff t f
major, Richards refrained from Throug. tee or. s 0
Boise State campus, the previous involvement with eso Richards and Moore, eso aims
Communication Student but was moved by feelings of at a comeback, Although only
Organization recently, reorga- duty and guilt in keeping the eight members . att~~19~d
nized after last year s nearly d f nct group alive. She says Wednesday's meeting, cpti-blt " e u
o IVIOUSeXI~te~ce. that Moore's pleas for members mism remained abundant.
Many.'within the, d~part- , and assistance in reforming the "I thought there would only
~e~t, sense a lack of U~lty,as group motivated her as well. be three or four [members]
individual cornmuntcation The division within the here," Richards says enthusiati-
majors have specialized a~d department came about as cally. ''This is great!" '.
thus weakened the once-thrtv- roups such as Dead 8 For information about CSO
ing CSO, driving it nearly into Prcductlons, debate clubs, and meeting times, contact the
extinct~on. radio, journalism and television Communication Department at
ThIS, year, however, stu- majors specialized and tended .426.3328.
dents bnng a renewed ~ns~ of .to secede from participation
importance to the continuatIon .
_ .. --_._--------:----~---
, Tanning Sp e c ia l s
Package Prices-Wolff Tanning Beds
5 tans for $15.00 1t?/~
10 tans for $30.00 8'11«
15 tan s for $4 5 . 0 0 fJl1l/()
Unlimited tans for one month $49.00
One 30 minute Hi..speed tan only $15 wI student 1.0.
(Save $10) .
Benefits of a Hi-speed tan:
...,....Tan only twice a month
-No uneven tan lines '
'The Beach Club
1028 Beacon St.
(Corner of Beacon & Broadway)
336-:0006
...... \'
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Blue and Orange Legacy
club hopes to fuel school
spirit
Dotty Bentley __ ~ __
Spe£iallo The Arbiter _
Two years ago a few mem-
bers of the student government
perceived a dedine in school
pride. This lack of Bronco spirit
prompted them to form the Blue
and Orange Legacy,in an attempt
to boost the under-stroked uni-
versity ego.
Dave Nielson, treasurer of
the Blue and Orange Legacy,
described the organization asa
pep club "in a way." Nielson says
the goal of the club is to
"increase pride and tradition"
within the student body. The club
aims to move "BSUinto the next
century as Idaho's premier univer-
sity."
The group was recognized as
an organization last year and now
boasts twelve members. This
"core unit of people" forms the
creative initiative in planning
activities, Nielson explains.
Last year, the Blue and
. Orange Legacy sponsored the
Homecoming Scavenger Hunt
which involved collecting objects,
sounds and other items from
around town. This event serves a
focal point in this year's
Homecomingcelebration as well.
The club works closely with
the AlumniAssociationto create a
sense of pride, says Nielson. All
students enrolled in three or
more credit hours, along with fac-
ulty 'and staff, are eligible and
encouraged to become involved
with the Blue and Orar.ge Legacy.
For information, contact Steve
Steading, via e-mail at
sstead@varney.idbsu.edu.
. Get down and dirty with
"Into the Streets"
Boise State University stu-
dents, facul~y and staff are invit-
ed to roll up their sleeves for
"Into the Streets," a student-run
volunteer day from 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 24. Participants
wiUmeet at 9 a.m, in the Student
Union Special Events Center.
Participants can choose from four
areas which offer projects indud-
inga Table Rockcleanup, service
at the Idaho Food Bank
Warehouse, or assistance with
other local non-profit programs.
This year family projects are
included in the program, which
provides volunteer opportunities
for both parents and children.
"Irito the Streets" is spon-
sored by the BSU Volunteer
Services Board, a student-run
organization which' teams volun-
teers with local non-profit
efforts.
This year's "Into the Streets"
takes place on the same day as
"Make a Difference Day," a
national service project spear-
headed by USAWeekend maga-
zine.
For more information, call
volunteer Services Board at 426-
4240 or 426-1223.
Bonjournol See Italy with
BSUfaculty
Tour Italy in style this sum-
mer with a guided 16-day trip
offered through the Boise State
University AlumniAssociation.
History professor Phoebe
Lundy and Suzanne McCorkle,
associate dean of the college of
Social Sciences and PublicAffairs,
will lead the excursion from June
10-25.
Experience the magical com-
bination of food, ancient and
modern culture and pleasant
weather as you see and learn
about Italy. In addition to lec-
tures and information during the
tour, Lundy and McCorkle will
host pre-trip educational sessions
to whet your appetite.
Registration is recommended
by Oct. 30 as space is limited.
For more information, call Lundy
at 344~9236.
Tune in to your future
with Career Fair
Representatives from 28
applied technology programs will
answer questions, conduct hands-
on demonstrations and provide
information the morning of Oct.
14 during the seventh annual
Senior Technology Fair sponsored
news bucket
by the LarryG. Selland Collegeof In addition to bachelor's of International Student Exchange.
AppliedTechnologyat BoiseState applied science degree offerings The National Student
University. in various technical fields, the Exchange (NSE) allows students
The event runs from 9-11:40, college provides numerous under- to study forone or two semesters
a.m. in the Applied Technology graduate associate's of applied at one of over 150 participating
complex on the BoiseState cam- science degree programs. Avari- colleges and universities.
pus. All programs conduct ety of certificate programs are It provides students with the .
demonstrations every 30 minutes available in a wide range of sub- experience of studying the cuI-
during the fair., ject areas where students may ture of another region of the US,
More than 1,500 high school earn a certificate of 'completion, taking courses not offered at
students, counselors and instruc- post secondary vocational certifi- .BSU,or investigating apotential
tors are expected to attend. cate, technical certificate or graduate school.
This year's SeniorTechnology' ' advanced technical certificate. While on exchange, students '
Fair will include an essay contest For more information, call pay'either BSUtuition and fees or
offering the winner a $500 schol- Rhonda Miracle of the College of the host institution's in-state
arship to the College of Applied, Applied . Technology Student, tuition and fees. International
Technology. Support Divisionat 426-4313. Exchange Programs allow stu-
, The Larry G. Selland College ' dents to study for up to a year in
of Applied Technologyconsists of Exchange programs offer France, Spain, England and
seven educational/training divi- intellectual and cultural, twelve cites abroad.
sions. Full-time vocational and growth All credits earned through
technical credit course offerings the NSEand ISEprogram transfer
are provided by the college University programs offer to BSU. Interested student must
through the Business Programs, students an opportunity to par" maintain a 2.5 GPA,hold at least"
Health and Service, ticipate in academic exchange sophomore enrollment status and ;{b
r~:~::;~~d::~!~; ~~!~~l;11~:~~~;~~=~~:if:~ ~~~~ns :::J
.,. I
Tirea oheein~ "MonitorNot Incluaea"1
:Looking for a good computer
for your classes but don't want
I to spend a bundle?
We have P300, P266 &
P233Mhz systems for
$1000 and less,
I MONITOR INCLUDEDl
:All systems come with .a1..k.a£1
'32MB of RAM, 15" monitor,
:2GB hard drive, & 24x CD-
IROM. (P300+ systems availble also)
1 Ca11367-1320 for more info!
'. Just Sold!! 300Mhz, 32MB SDRAM, 4MB MPEG video SDRAM,
,4.3 GB lID, 36X CD-ROM, Lucent 56K V90 modem" 100w ~~klI!n,
ad 15" monitor for $980.00! Call today to see what we can do for you!
Systems availablity varies.
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Letters to t.he editor
\
\
l' Microfabricated
cleanliness is next to ...
To the editor:
.'
1
would like to respond to the
article and editorial in last
week's Arbiter concerning BSU
new classroom laboratory, the
Idaho Microfabrication Lab.
There were several facts and
inferences that were incorrect.
First, the university funded about
$225,000 which is being matched
by departmental funds from the
Colleges of Engineering and
Applied Technology over- the next
five years.
.The $2 million of donated
equipment was not paid for by
the university, but is now an asset
of the university. Compared to
some other similar multi-million
dollar university labs in our region
. of the country (such as U of Utah
and UC-Davis), this lab was a real
bargain.
Several faculty in the col-
leges of Engineering and Applied
Technology have and continue to
dedicate hundreds of hours above
their normal responsibilities to
making this lab a fully-functional
reality-all without compensa-
tion. In addition, several mem-
bers of the Boise engineering
community have donated hours of
their personal time to design,
construct and outfit this new lab.
It is a testament to team effort,
both on-campus and with the
Boise community.
The lab is both a UNIVERSITY-
WIDEand a STATE-WIDEresource
for research and is already
being used on a joint
co research project involving
~ the Department of
"£ Chemistry and Department
~ of Electrical Engineering.g Students at BSU from
• several departments will
~ benef't for years to come.
~ The experiences and learn-
~ ing they will receive in this
,\
,)
\,
r,'.,
~(
lab cannot be duplicated in an
industry internship. These intern-
ships are typically quite narrow in
focus and not as research-orient-
ed as the broad experience stu-
dents will have in this lab. There
are around 50 other university
labs of this sort across the U.S., in
virtually every state. Why not be
proud that IDAHOstudents are
now given this opportunity?
This project was NOTinitiat-
ed by .local industry but by the
BSU engineering and technology
faculty and staff. We did not
"cave" to their interests. Instead,
they have been supportive of our
endeavor. We have not and will
riot set aside a "true" academic
education for a vocational one
your editorial implied. . •.
On the contrary, this neg'
permits us to now do interna ' .. t
ally-competitive acadeffiti,t ..
research and bring it into our%
classrooms. This raises the stan-
dard for the entire university, and
will ultimately show up on things
like U.S. News and World Report's
Annual College Ranking. .
All BSUstudents and faculty
benefit as individual departments
and research groups enhance
their international reputation.
Finally, we want to avoid the
very thing your editorial refers to
(high-quality graduates standing Arbiter t
in assembly lines for 111\WUfr"iii«1Wch~~
day) by gaining a highly respected
BSUdegree. We believe this new
laboratory is a measured, worth-
while investment on the universi-
ty's part, and we will continue to
be diligent and prudent stewards
of this campus resource -.
Respectfully,
Dr. Stephen Parke
MicroFab Lab Director.
I __ .', '..' - ..' ..' ..'•.' : ~" •.. " ..•••..
eived an invitation
""d raiser at the Don
Estate for "Idaho's
nor, Senator Dirk
, The Simplot Estate
.ti**~qg1'acres and
includes a golf course, air strip,
hunting grounds and swimming
pool." For a mere $1,000, I could
have been an "Event Patron." r------------,
Unfortunately, I could not attend
(I had to wash my hair). Seriously,
it does not take a degree from
Harvard to see who the BigMoney
Boys are backing this year.
I want to' explode the myth
that rich people are omnipotent.
For every person with a 300-acre
estate, there are thousands of us
CODOHweb
site 'weaves
to deceive
HOLYSPIRIT down on this cam-
pus. So many students come to
this school looking to furthur (sic)
their education and bring more
meaning to their lives. However,
too many students often leave
this cempus having gained noth-
ing: They enter into the work-
place, settling for underpaid
.positions, and do work that (in
the light of all eternity) means
absolutely nothing. But that's
where the amazing grace of GOD
. realizing that it's
at makes a dif-
we can even-
e that there
an what we
little guys working in factories, in
offices, on farms (sometimes for
less than. minimum. wage).
Thousands more are teachers and
college students. Explode the
myth and vote for a good, decent
man .named Bob Huntley for gov-
ernor on November 3.
Democracy. What a concept.
To the editor:
I·am writing in response to anadvertisement in the classifiedsection of the 23 September
edition of The,Arbiter. Youprint-
ed an ad which guides one to the
web site ."www.codoh.com." T
sole purpose of this
deny t
occ
Yours Truly,
Pete Peterson
going to
ng. I encour- .
is looking to add
aning to their life to
his event. I'm telling you
f you go, your life will'
onna wash
at man
ight out of
is hair
To the editor:
The power
of God
To the editor:
It'sabout time this campus heldan event such as the onethat'sgoing to take place on
October 19 and 20 at the BSU
Pavillion. I've always looked for-
ward to hearing Mario Murrillo
speak. I just know that he's going
to help bring the power of the
Great'
and
luck!
job.
good
Tothe editor:
Iam writing this letter inresponse to an article in yourSeptember 3D, 1998 edition,
"BSU student lands on Capital
steps-alternative. style." After ..
reading this article I was toucnec ''IF':.
and very impressed. I would like
to applaud Jason Lingard for
fighting for what he believes in. I
find this persistence to be a won-
derful characteristic. It seems
that so few are really willing to
standup and fight for what they
believe in. Iwould also like to say
that I think that he is fighting for
a very good cause, and I truly
hope that his testimony before
the Department of Resources has
enough impact to make them
change their minds. I think that
the airstrips should be left as
they are for people like Jason
Linguard, who without them
would be unable to enjoy the out-
doors. I think that everyone
should have that ability.
Sincerely,
April Lorentz
.............ALL
HtJ;t;a'......
II·.j'•• ~11iURSDAYS~ ~ 1326 Broadway hie.
1.
13:...' __ ---'
the back of the building going to impeached? Here's the honest-to-
complain about the same things? God answer, Mr. Hunzeker: many of
Perhaps this issue will never be that two-thirds you mentioned rea
solved. The only thing that continu- don't give a damn whether Wi '}\/
. ally crosses my mind is that this is .
I'm writing against att the com- America and everyone has a right toplaints that are against the smok- do whatever they want, whe!everers out in front of the Towers they please .. Everyone has nghts,
building. The complaints are that and those .nghts are not to take
the smokers are not in their spot to a~ay the nghts of others. So, my
smoke. The rule is that you are sup. fmal thoughts are to those smo~ers
posed to be in the "red brick" zone and ncn-smekers alike.
by the building. Which is when you Smokers... obey the ru~es th~t a~e of like the OJ thing-interesting car. d".,., ,,',',
go back there it is like a dungeon. ~assed about your habit, orA.ltWIll nival ride, but after a while, the
Most of the time they're sitting on Just cause more problems. ~ld, .to thrill wears off, and you just can't
the big tablets (sic). Next to the the non-smokers, clos~ yo.ur WIn· wait till it's over. Every day the pub-
walk way to the front door. Besides dows and try to ,keep 1~mmd that lic is tortured with yet another
the people who are out there are .the smokers ~ren t~mokmg to upset Republican's indignant, red-faced
very friendly and usually share their anyone, they re tl)'1ng to meet your . speech on the evils of adultery and
food. When they are cooking it on needs! so they and be more under- perjury. Frankly, we've beeninun-
the outside grill. Everyone Iwalk by standm.g and know that not every- dated to the point of apathy.
there, they don't seem to cause anyone will be happy, regardless of . Don't you think it's a· little
trouble or anything. I don't see' what happens. ridiculous to gasp in horror over our
where you can get the complaints apathetic shrugs when it's you and
from anyway. Robin DeRisio, . your cohorts who've helped bring us
Tower's Hall resident who is to this point?
tired of hearing about it ' . For anyone else out there who's
thinking about writing about the
Clinton-lewinsky scandal, I have one
word to say: don't. You can't come
up with anything new, and (with
exception of the' 29 percent.
To the editor: knuckle·biting Americans tit
. / .' Hunzeker mentions) we're. all sic
As our unfortunate CIty s bU~I- a~d tired of hearing about it. 1inesspeople and news medta (mis)quote one of his past artie! ", won'~ say, enough is ~nough. what a waste of a good column.
I ve had It up to here WIth the Sincerel~
media's insistence that the presi· Lauri Arn~ld, .
dent's private parts remain publicly Officer of Feminist
exposed. Ironically, these are the Empowerment
same people who continue to shove -'---------
their anti·harassment, pro-morality Campus health center
material down the public's throats. unclear on Preven
Sad to say, your columnist
Damon Hunzeker has reflected this
trend. Mr. Hunzeker is a great
writer-it's a shame to watch him
waste it parroting the media gods. I
find it fascinating that he can men-
tion (worship?) Reagan sans snide
remarks about dyed hair and
Pillsbury·white skin while never
missing a single opportunity to poke
fun at the physical stature (read:
weight) of Ms. Lewinsky each time
he forces us to endure yet another
aspect of the Clinton matter.
Doesn't anyone find it odd that
everyone focuses on Bill/sless-than-
honorable behavior and Monica's
less-then-encrexic-appearance!
Wow! It's almost as pertinent and
fascinating as listening to people
talk about which hairstyle Hillary
will don next.
Is the American public in love
with Clinton because the majority of
us don't think he should be
"'---- __ October It1998
Towers residents up
. k ?m smo e..
To the editor:
Bjorn Jordan
Towers Hall
I",'
,
Another Towers stu-
dent fumes about
smoking controversy
To the editor:
Iam writing today concerning thesmoking policy at the Towers.Dorm, here on the BSUcampus.
There has been quite a large debate
for a week or so now between the
smokers and the non-smokers. The
non-smokers have been complaining
about smoke entering their rooms
through the windows, as high as the
seventh floor, and they wanted
smoking to be moved from the front
of the building to the alcove, to
help the noise and the smoke. So,
the smokers without a fight willful-
ly obeyed the new rule and moved
into the alcove with only few choos-
ing to challenge this rule.
Then it still wasn't good
enough for the non-smokers, "the
number of complaints decreased by
100 percent" said Kim Williamson,
the Resident Director at a Towers
Hall Government meeting earlier
this week, and yet there were still
two or three people that wanted
the smokers to be moved once
again, only this time they want the
smokers to be moved to the back of
the building. The question the
smokers have is, if they are moved
to the back, aren't the people in
huge demand for Preven at BSU." According to the article, if the
Maybe the demand would be greater ink was water soluble, the paper ,
, judgment would could be processed and reused. The
.. t.Jor the writer mentions the Recycling
"'pgWl'·i:iim::::ittt,,, ..Coordinator for BSU is working to
,.;iJiiifRtQroote awareness of the impact of.." "pfiot~materials on campus, such as
,sen. pamphlets to many of the
"ft~tteJld-thelrkl~tftl~,.newspaper I hold III my
, '," blg'~JJlj)fr()ffihapd'?(at~'.ble? Is this newspa- '
1,@BP lsureperr~y~labl~; Where does Thet,~:SJJ~~II!~~~~::'.
.'." t to no per-"~ ,."",;c"i'·environment, or is that
couraged at opinion held by only a few.wnters on
- how they staff? ':'.
y just not I would imagine that only a
small group of people have read this
article. Students might be made
more aware of the problem if The
Arbiter would run a flyer or a notice
explaining how Astrobright paper is
. friendly to the environment and
at many recyc\able twes of multi-
colored paper are available at com-
parable prices.
. rhope you will consider printing
.i@ta4l¥efwIbankyou. much for your
" i?lteNa :ffiUinbed '''time:'''''''' .,,,
\'througHihe pages;:~ nice photo Sincerely,
of garbage caught my attention. The Tomas R,Stear
photo was embedded in an article
about recycling titled "Usable but
not recyclable: Astrobright paper's
effect on BSU."The article describes
how student organizations and com-
mittees use brightly colored, neon
paper to effectively grab the atten-
tion of those who pass. However this
There was an article in the flashy paper cannot be recycled'September 30 issue of The because of the ink. Ihis was news toArbiter regarding the emer- me. I had never considered whether
gency contraception kit. While I fluorescent paper could be recycled.
applaud BSUStudent Health Services'. r------:------------------,
for making the kit available, the pro-
cedure to obtain a prescription for
the kit seems awkward to me.'
If I am interpreting the article
correctly, it appears that a student
who has "concerns" can go into the
Center for an evaluation. If the
"exam" indicates a need for emer-
gency contraception, the physician
will provide the student with a pre-
scription for the contraceptive kit. It
is unclear to me what would be
involved in the "evaluation" and
"exam" and I am reluctant to find
out. The Director of Student Health
Services predicts "there will not be a
,opinion
Stop parroting the
other media
To the editor:
Editor's response:
The Arbiter is indeed recy·
clable. And we do support and
encourage recycling. As for a
flyer ...well, we're in the business of
bringing issues to peoples' attention.
We don't have the time or resources
to print flyers along with a paper, so
we'll leave that to the fine folks
behind recycling efforts at BSU.
Your one stop shop for romance.
largest selection of exotic
lingerie in Treasure VaHey
Lotions & Potions IBachelorette Party Gifts IRomantic Gift Ideas
Mon- Thurs 10am-6pm
Fri 10-8pm
Sat Noon-6pm
327-0897
New Address!!
1509 South Five Mile
and March came and went. The
year came and went. Pretty soon
some people grew miffed that the
absolution they had bought pre-
maturely appeared unnecessary.
Nobody had yet thought up the
premise of life insurance.
This ,strange connection
between God an9 Y2K (sounds like
''Yahweh'') proves just too spooky
to ponder. Did God imbue silicon
with special fortune' telling prop-
erties? If He/She did, why do we
keep having to upgrade? You'd
think you could just run out and
buy a Cornrnodcree-l and be okay.
Overall, I am looking forward
to the failure of the world's finan-
cial .system. Hopefully, Visa will
forget how much lowe them and
some sort of equilibrium will be
reached by rendering everyone
poor and destitute. If everyone
were destitute, would anybody
notice? If everyone were desti·
tute and still wore TommyHilfiger
jeans, wouldn't we look stupid?
I K opinion OtloifilU9911 I
Y2K: it's not just for breakfast anymore
'.
Asencion Ramirez tion. Before one grasps
Wrile'inldlldiddte ror HODlelOminOQUeenl- '----1 that death is a natural
occurrence that hap-
T·here's nothing quite as pens to everyone, including Jesseannoying as a good panic, Helms and Dick Clark, one canunless it's a bad panic. rationalize staying awake for
Anyone who grew up in the 80s more than 24 hours. .
probably suffered a sleepless However, in comparison,
night when someone explained widespread terror over the Year
to them the nuclear philosophy 2000 computer failures pales. It
of Mutual Assured Destruction. involves no imposing consequence
For the uninformed, MAD like global extinction. Instead,
was the policy the United States people have their underwear in a
and the Soviet Union adopted bunch over, whether or not the
during the' Cold War. Neither giant PCsthat run our world are
country felt content to allow the going to forget them. Supposedly,
other to win a nuclear conflict, funds will disappear from bank
so they developed second strike accounts, people will vanish from
.weapons to ensure that both government databases and
nations would go out with a bang McDonald's will lose its count on
no matter who fired first. .the multitude they've served.
Now that provided a good Ooohh! Mufasa! Scary, huh?
panic; there's nothing like an Y2K just doesn't rank. Even
atomic holocaust to deprive you the name appears suspect. Y2K
of, a %oodeiqht hours' sleep. .If seems oddly reminiscent of the
that kind of worry keeps you up female rapper who used to lead
at night, it's because of our Technotronic, 'YahKid K. Still, this
innate fear of death and destruc- is not impressive. If it were
named for Busta' Rhymes, the BR
Problem, there would be reason
to fret. ''Woo-haa! Your lap top is
in check!"
Worse yet-the correlation
of the Y2Kproblem with the pur-
ported apocalypse that's to
befall the world sometime after
January 1, 2000. Supposedly
there's a link between the fact
that you can't make hotel reser-
vations for any year after 1999,
and the two-thousandth year
after the birth of Jesus Christ.
What did Jesus have against
Ramada, Holiday Inn and Double
Tree? Maybe it's payback 'cause
his parents couldn't get a room
that fateful December two mil·
lennia ago. What did they expect
though? After all, it was
Christmas and Bethlehem was a
happening burg in those days.
There might have been a
Shriner's convention in town,
too.
This same type of scare
became evident in the years pre-
ceding 1000, although at that'
time the largest worry was not if
Social Security could still send out
your monthly check. Rather,
technophiles of the day were con- '
cerned with whether or not their
sundials would still remain accu-
This strange
connection between
God and Y2K (sounds
like "Yahweh") proves
just too spooky to '
ponder. Did God imbue
silicon with special
fortune-telling
properties?
rate after January 1, 1000.
Many wealthy people turned
over large portions of their
estates to the Roman Catholic
Church in an effort to obtain
absolution for the nasty things
they had done. January, February
A piece of your mind
Photos and interviews by Allesha Oberbillig
What do you think of BSU'sHomecoming?
-:
"I've never really had a lot
of school spirit, but I'm excited
to see how BSU's' celebration
compares with U of 1'5."
"I'm excited, but I don't "Boise' [State] is lacking in
know much about what's going school spirit."
on."
"I per~nally am not very "I love the dance, parade
active but I think it's great that and game, but the events need to
the students are uniting and get- . be more publicize4. Publicity will
tinginvolvedl" draw more. non.traditionalstu·
dents 'into School i~volvement."
",
-
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Th Love the Sinner,
Hate the Sin~~ot
came to me .in a Amendment ,with the best of
Lesleigb Owen ~ vision) attacked them, but Congress has yet to
COlumnist · I Cordy from every pass a "Right to hunt human
psychologicalangle. prey" amendment. Candy wouldt tHey, little girl, want some Not only would traveling have been just as wrong in shar-
candy?"The date: sometime down "Highway God" lead to .ing literature on racial discrimi-
, in late September. The time: Salvation, Inc., Candy preached, nation, the Broncos, smoking,
noonish. The place: near the BSU but its travelers-like motorists at National Arbor Day or retired
campus quad. The questioner: a a drive-through-could grab some whale-hunters, and then follow-
- young woman, innocuously clad fabulously-marketable traits ing her quarry to their classes
in T-Shirt, jeans and Reeboks. along the way: self-esteem, dedi- with tales of endangered quaking
The words: spoken cheerfully, cation, and the' ability to work aspens and the joys of smoked
although not without a calculated well in a group setting. Her per- whale meat.
undertone. The "little girl" in sonal and social lives, Candypros- Myself an activist who has
question: actually a twenty-seven elytized, had gone nowhere but distributed, literature on every-
year old undergraduate seated in up, up, up since her conversion. It thing from domestic violence to
the grass, textbooks lying open was realizing her fully-enlight- homophobia, I have to admit to
before her. Blatantly disregarding ened potential that inspired her feeling a certain kinship with
her mother's stern anti-stranger to package up and distribute her Candy. Empathy, however, only
lectures, the young woman hest- experiences like heart-shaped stretches so far. By"distributed,"
.tantly said, ''Yes. Thank you." boxes of chocolates. I mean sittingbehind a table with
The horror that followed proved The duo finally reached clipboard in hand, waiting for
the' wisdom of her mother's Cordy's classroom. After rattling people to approach me and ask
teachings, leaving in its wake a off meeting dates and times, questions. I was never much one
sadder and wiser human being. Candy grabbed the chance to for writing down license plate
"You betcha!" the candy- deliver her version of numbers, followingpeople home
supplier chirped. "Say, have you Christianity's real .attraction; or boiling bunnies in a pot when
heard about Jesus?" church, she whispered, was a my subjects failed to call, the
My friend Cordelia (her great way to meet non-fornicat- numbers on my brochures.
choice of pseudonym, not mine) ing men. With a wink, she disap- When supplying information
shared this harrowing account peared fromCordelia's life. Funny leads to restraining orders, I'm
with meon the followingday. She how bad experiences, like,eating forced to ask the question: why
hadn't meant to encourage the too muchchocolate in one sitting, do somepeople feel compelled to
candy-toter, she said, but at the have a way of revisitinga person. expand their group's numbers
same time Cordy couldn't bring' The followingweek Candy again through forced conversion?Does
herself to tell the other woman approached Cordelia, presumably it signify a remnant of human
that she wasn't in the mood for to dip her spiritual dipstick into evolution, an amoebic instinct to
teeth-rotting sweetness, not to Cordy's religious tank and gauge infiltrate and replicate to pre-
mention the candy. The poster- her level of conversion. serve the species?Maybethe trait
child of "nice," Cordy couldn't I can almost feel the itchy developed later, as warring tribes
tell a Central Parkmugger to "Go trigger fingers of manyChristians, decided the most effectIve means
to hell" without using the word preparing to send me a Gideon' to conquer their foes was to
"Please." Bible wrapped in hymnal pages. assimilate them. Or hey, maybe
People like her embody Let's just make one thing clear, it's as simple as a subconscious
every telemarketer's, Emporium pardners: ain't nobody attackin' affirmationof the highly-motivat-
sales clerk's, and campus zealot's your Christianoutpost. Except for ing concept that indeed, size
fondest dreams. Countering their unwavering, devotion to does matter.
Cordy's "Gotta go-class is 'about MichaelW.Smith, I have no prob- Beforewe remove our think-
to start" with "That's okay. I'll lems with Christians as a group. ing caps, let's pause 'to consider
walk you to class!", the sugar- My source of heartburn isn't Candy's pro-eunuchian remark.
coated religious pistol shot down ' Candy's topic as much as her First of all, it insulted Cordy, a
every excuse this sIde of polite- delivety. ..well, you know, and her self-sufficient woman who likes
ness. Like any commissioned unfortunate stalking tendencies. to think "Hi-I'm-desperate-SQ-
salesperson, Candy (the name I support the First please-find-me-a-man" vibes
don't ooze from every pore. Well, I'm gonna pick up my
Candy's classic appeal to clothes and then make my bed.
Cordelia's supposed desperation Hah!
reminds me of the Muscular I'm sure millions of eager
Christian movement during the convert-wannabes exist. My,
early part of the century. advice to Candy and other die-
Worriedat the lack of men in hard salespersons: let them come
the church and the emasculation to you. Whether Candy's prey
of the boyswhose mothers head- consists of devout atheists or
ed the family's spiritual lives, repenting agnostics, no one
many churches instituted a cam- should have to spend their after-
paign to draw men back to the noons fending off saleswomen
pews. As a result, Jesus under- who swap Starburst for study
went a major overhaul. Nolonger time. As the best teachers know,
the "dough·faced, lick-spittle noone can force interest in a sub·
proposition," Jesus became "the ject-they can only offer the'
greatest scrapper who ever lived'" opportunity for interested stu-
according to Muscular Christian dents to learn more. The most
BillySunday,as quoted byMichael powerful lessons I've learned
Kimmel in his book Manhoodin have been self·taught. '
America: A Cultural History. But many people l~ck the
Likewise,Christian paintings dur- aggressionnecessary to tell Candy
ing this era depict Christas a mus- where she can take her Life-
cular, hammer-wielding carpen- lessons and lemon Starburst.
ter. Socialized to assist and support
Should any group: Christian, others, many women fake toter-
Buddhist, feminist or Neo-Nazi, ance of hard sells while silently
turn their beliefs into mar- seething.
ketable, bite-sized morsels in Cordelia is such a woman. A
order to reduce the friction of model of grace, she strove for
force-feeding? As Cordy said, no politeness without encourage-
one likes to feel on the end of a ment as Candy deluged her with
particularly annoyinginfomercial. propaganda. But don't let Cordy's
I guess I can understand sweet, demure facade fool you;
wanting to share the joy of your when I asked what she would say
belief system-God knows I do it to Candy and any other future
every week. Many writers and accosters,' her impassioned
artists agree. The point is howev- answer gave me writer's cramp:
er, we rarely stand outside the- "I felt compromised because by
atres, galleries and Arbiter offeringme candy, she'd bought a
stands, accosting innocent few seconds of my time. I don't
passers-by in attempts to convert think that's fair and didn't like
them into avid art-, music- or lit· her persistence when I tried to
erature-enthusiasts. Maybe I'm politely reject her attention. I
just a silly, sentimental fool, but think people who feel the
forcinghappinesson others seems need to sell themselves and :;!
tl)
a tad oxymoronic.1 can't speak their lifestylesneedto take ~
for everyone, but when push a look at themselves before ~
comes to shove, I tend to push focusing on us. Sell me ::
back. shampoo or nail polish. ~
S'This dates back to the old Don't sell me your religion." g
childhood rebellion. Oh yeah, Preach it, sister! -.
~~Mom, you want me to make my
bed and then pick UP.my clothes?
ing inc
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~oCen~andChange~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This week's episode: Homecoming, drug-
dealing Amish dudes and campaign budgets
1·
even if you're just
dancing in the dark!
You know we actednday is a Happy Wednesday as the little birds whispering into
. unless you've got blue and . the ears of Homecoming
orange spirit paint dried in Committee chairmen, and sug-
all your crevices. Then it's gested several ideas for half-time
crunchy and sticky Wednesday. shows this year. Unfortunately,
If Homecoming has filled you they were all rejected. So future
with school spirit and you just got Homecoming committees, if
inspired to read your school you're reading this, we had some
newspaper for the first time, or if grrrrrrreat ideas for Homecoming
you've just been intentionally half-time shows.
ignoring us, we'd like to waste 1. Michael Flatley's Lord of
the next few moments of your the Keg-A feisty Irish Jig compe-
life by introducing ourselves. tition done by thirty drunken
I'm Ira-Homecoming King maudlin Irish guys in tights.
Nominee, prospective royalty, 2. Backfield in Motion star-
crown prince of something, and ring the Carolyn Holly Dancers-
born to be a Bronco...However, by See your favorite news anchor
now everyone knows \ probably and her sexy sidekicks kick up
didn't win the Homecoming king their heels and dance provocative
crown; but that's OK-I was going numbers to today's pop stan-
for the "Homecoming A-hole" dards!
prize, which I won. 3. Randy Weaver's Ten-Yard
I'm Dale. I had thirty bucks Line Standoff-A competition
on "Lose." between Weber State and BSU-
Well, this is that magical who can get past the Weaver
time of the year when everyone Blockade to make an extra T-D!
dusts off their orange sweat 4. "Come Grope With Me"
pants, their blue petticoats, and starring Jake. Plummer-Relive
,their big foam Bronco fingers to the crime of the century as Jake
salute the spirit of our great uni- re-enacts his nightclub naughti-
versity. Why? ness. (Note: Due to recent
We think this represents a Supreme Court redefinition of
bunch of crap (unless Ira won). "obscene," the part of the high
Mainly because we shouldn't set school girl will NOTbe played by
out a specific week for spirit one.)
.. overload. We should feel this 5. "Our Football Team
happy and orange ALL the time! Sucks," the Poetry of Gene
Maybe if we supported our great Blaymeier-Unleash the poet
athletes (who, by the way, have within, with BSU'slovable athlet-
special registration privi- ic director and his heart-touching
leges and are excused from free verse...
~ class for all away games) ALL All these halftime shows
~ the time we wouldn't get would add a touch of class and
~~ beat into the grQund nearly grace to ANYhOmecominggame.
II every week! As our best Think about it.
..s friend and a man we sincere- What do you get when youc: ly look up to, Charles Ruch put two Amish men both named
S once said, "Yes." Abner Stoltzfus (no relation) in
~ This gun IS for hire- the same buggy with a butter
~
IraAmyx & Dale Slack _
l'.GIumnisll~s _
..
OpllllOn
churn full of crack? Answer-This
week's biggest headline. Yes, it's
true, Abner and Abner (no rela-
tion) were caught selling crack.
cocaine to Amish kids. They
pleaded guilty and could be fined
$2 million and spend up to forty
years in prison.
Apparently, for the -past six
years they've been purchasing the
evil powder from a motorcycle
gang in Philadelphia, and get this,
they were named the Pagans,who
have also been charged. The
Abners (no relation) shocked their
community of about 22,000 con-
servative Amish.
Now that you have the actual
report, here's what we think! How
F@#$edup is that? What do Amish
on crack act like? WeU, stop
there! You're lucky-thanks to
Dale, Ira and Linda Tripp-because
we've secretly recorded a conver-
sation spoken between the Abner
Stoltzfuses (no relation) when
they were stoned off their buggies
on crack!
(ABNER1 must be read in fast
Amish voice-no pauses!)
ABNER 1-Hey you wanna
churn some butter? Let's go churn
some butter! Let's raise a barn!
Come on, let's go raise a barn!
Hey, wanna sew a quilt? Let's sew
some quiltsl Jam! Let's put up
some preserves and jam!' You like
making horseshoes?I got a black-
smith's shop, tet's make horse-
shoes!
(ABNER2 must be read in a
slow, leisurely lackadaisical voice,
with occasional giggling)
ABNER2-How would you like
to be a corner man? Corners are
sad and slow man and what would
you do? I mean if you were a cor-
ner? Corners man, they have to
feel • • • hurt, man!
ABNER1-Hey, I got some
shoofly pie, you want a slice of
shoofly pie? Let's, fly for shoofly
pie! Hey, you wanna make some
hats? Let's go milk a goat! I could
go for some fruit jelly, how about
some fruit jelly?
ABNER2-Man, it' you were
paint, your life, man, it would
cease to be original. What if air
went on strike? Then what man?·I
mean if oxygen is on strike, then
the matches in our life will cease
to light the candles of our soul,
man!
Then ABNER2 fell asleep as
ABNER1 and began making all the
projects in Martha Stewart's Good
~book.
Fortunately, there is some
good news in this entire is~ue.
First, neither of the Amish men
used electricity to make the
crack, nor did they use any elec-
tronic scales in the dividing and
distribution of the crack. Second,
never was there more work done
on the farm, or retreat, or what-
ever the hell it is they live on.
Finally, a bunch of brothers down
in Philly got some really good
crack in exchange for three chick-
ens, a copper ladle and a pint of
goat's milk. Party on, Abners (no
relation).
(NB-Neither Dale or Ira, or
the management, advertisers or
patrons of The Arbiter condone,
approve of or encourage the
snorting of marijuana, the smok-
ing of cocaine, the frying of
Olympia Beer or those crazy hop
mushrooms. Nor do they support
the useof chickens in the transac-
tion of illegal drugs over state
lines. Remember, DARE to keep
kids off drugs and chicken.)
Die, Oprah! You self-cen-
tered, stingy, over-eating hog!
Well, to conclude this week's
bizarre rant of unintellectual goo-
roo we just wanted to run a few
figures by, you that we recently
overheard. Did you know that the '
average spending on the campaign
Odeberltl998 _
for president and vice-president
of your great university averages
about $5,000?Five thousand!
First off, the presidency
barely pays that much. To para-
phrase Richard Pryor, why would
they spend that kind of money on
a job that pays that little unless
they were planning to steal it
back?We recommend they' put a
cap on the amount of spending
allowed in the campaign. Really,~
what about poor kids, like us,
barely scraping by, eating Ramen
and stealing gasoline? We don't
stand a chance at getting a posi-
tion in higher student govern-
ment!But after all, I guessevery-
one knows that people without
money-don't really have very big .
brains, ~uh...Uh wee can no.
longur writ, we two pore I Se u
nects weke! \
Wisdom Nugget
"One word: Plastics. 'i
-From The Graduate
Youmight be a
yuppie ...
If you think McDonald's is a
fine Scottish restaurant. ..
What if they were
alien?
Alien MeSeal
. ' .' .
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Asencion Bamirez """----__ beginning in November.
CoIumnistl 1 Diaz joined about a year
t tSo~oschafa!" explains. Jose ago and spent his debut as
Guillermo Uribe. the quiet, straight-forward man
. ... ", - ,.' . - - .. ~. - .-, ," .~ .. . ." - ... "," ... - ~.. " - - ., ~. . -,' - - ..~~....... - .~. ....... -- ...... -. ~.- ., ~- - ...... - .... ~.- .. -
Now, Diaz joins Uribe in his
efforts to bring the most "chafa"
comedy and music show to life.-The two readily admit that their
discussions and skits are probably
better suited to television. They
don't dress up, but the radio con-
trol booth can barely contain
Uribe's antics. Diaz still stands as
the straight man of the two, but
contributes to the show. which
includes parodies of Hispanic
radio commercials and Star Wars.
The D.J.'s, both of whom are
Mexican by birth, don't limit the
show to just Mexican rock and
, roll. They also play an assortment
"of music from Latin America and
Spain. "El Tri," "Cafe Tacuba"
and "Soda Stereo" are some of
Uribe's favorites.
Rock en Espanol proves diffi·
cult to typify but includes groups
like Los Fabulosos Ca'dillacs;
whose song ,"Matador" can be
The two readily
admit that their
discussions and '
skits are probably
better suited to .
television. They
don't dress up, but
the radio control
booth can barely
contain Uribe's
antics.
whom Uribe constantly ambushed
in an effort to' get a laugh or any
other reaction from his audience.
Philharmonic to
fiddle furiously
Jen Bresnahan __ ---'- music and a background in vir-
Artmd Enlelldinmenl Writer I tually every symphonic instru-
ment, Ogle's conducting style
has evolved with his thirty years'
experience.
For a student discount, call
the Philharmonic at 344-7849.
,)
The Boise Philharmonicpromises another outstand-ing presentation from young
piano soloist Brian Ganz this
weekend. The Maryland musician,
who played at Boise State
University in 1994, will perform
this Saturday at the Morrison
Center Main Hall.
Conductor Jim Ogle notes
that the concert will be "sonical-
ly exciting and extremely enjoy-
able." .
Ganz plans to playa concerto
in Aminor written in 1868 by
Edvard Grieg. Marketing
co Director LaRaye O'Brien says
~ the Norwegian piece will
"$.- provide "familiar symphonic
~ literature" even though the
.8 concerto has never been
C5 performed in Boise. The•.... orchestra will also feature1!:lzs Brahm's first Symphony.
: With a childhood love of
~
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Radioactive Chicken and straight-man offer unique radio show
Conductor Jim Ogle
"
notes that the concert .
will be trsonically
exciting and extremely
enjoyable. "
Ticket prices range from $14 to
$35 for non-students and are
available by phone or at the door.
The Philharmonic will also per-
form a free open rehearsal
Saturday at 10 a.m. The regular
concert takes place at 8:15 p.m.
With a free pre-concert lecture, .
"Musically Speaking," that starts
at7:30 p.m.
.:.:.(.l.',;,,~_,~·~t''''~l-.'-.~-----· ..---.~-,---.:.--·--·~--..;.--·,--·-~-~--~-_.
• ..,..lIIAiAiiCcb$<I*
Translation: ''We're bad!
Positively awful! " says Uribe
when describing the work he and
his fellow disc jockey Juan Carlos
Diaz do on their KBSUradio show
Via La Tina. Uribe and Diaz proud-
ly proclaim their Spanish rack and
roll show was ranked 155 out of
153 area radio shows.
''We rank somewhere worse
than pork," Uribe adds.
Uribe I known as Memo or
Radioactive Chicken to his friends
and classmates, has been working
on the show for the last two years
bringing three hours of a relative-
ly obscure form of Latin music to
. Idaho's airwaves.
However, Diaz and Uribe plan
to cut the show short by an hour
-I
How funky is your chicken? Uribe and Diaz put on a
crazy show weekly on KBSUAM 730.
heard on the Grosse Pointe Blank Spanish ancestry, offers the most
soundtrack and Cafe. Tacuba. popular genre today. "Rock mesti-
Uribe likens.Cafe Tacuba to . zo'" combines '''cumbia;', Latin
the Rolling Stones, calling them a dance music, with techno and
"group that has a heavy, radical modern rock elements.
sound." Uribe says rock called . Listen for Uribe and Diaz
."mestizo," a word used to from 7·10 p.m. on KBSU'sAM730.
describe Hispanics of Indian and
206 N. 9TH ST.
331-4599
CRuea
.6,-
Help'
Wanted
Day and night
shifts available.
1...._-..II.,j
Good Luck
Broncosl
This ad good
for a
150/0 Homecoming
Discount!
"".'" ".' .. ,., .... , ..;",;·-·"'i"
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World-renowned voice coach to teach Boise how to sing
don't limit the events to
,Erica HilLlI I- a chosen few. She urges
Al1s& Enlertainmeol Editor students, teachers and
'Boise State University and families to "come hear the beau-
Albertson'sCollege will host tiful singing inspired by wonderful
a workshop designed to teaching and excellent vocal
offer audiences a glimpse into the repertoire." .
challenging world of singing and The activities start Friday
music this weekend. Eastman , afternoon at the Morrison Center
School faculty member Dale Recital Hall where Moore will
Moore will work with 28 singers offer a master class, spending an
and selected ·performers who hour with each participant. The
were chosen by application and two- hour sessions start at 8:30
audition over the last two a.m. and 1 p.m., followed by a
months. Program coordinator dinner in the SUB at 5:30 p.m.
Deanna Pond says, "Ihe deadline Participants will then perform
was in September for applicants that same evening, at 8 p.m., in
but this is such a great opportuni· the Recital Hall.
ty that people work on it well in Pond says the dinner will
advance." ' offer students, parents and
Pond notes that organizers teachers a chance to learn about
music.
. "[It] will be a great opportu-
nity for anyone to see what a
genius Dale is. He'll have a lot of
information about' vocal perfor-
mance, technique and music
itself. "
Although participants had to
make reservations for the meal no
later than Oct. 10, Pond says peo-
ple can still talk to Moore after'
wards about his extensive experi-
ence in music.
Moore started his career at
the University of Kansas where he
earned his Bachelor of Music and
Master of Music degrees. He also
, studied in Austria as a Fulbright
scholar. Pond remarks that orga-
nizers selected Moore because of
his far-reaching knowledge and
We'll Pay You
ToH.ave Exciting
Weekends.
i ~I'
.TIl.eArmy R,eserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourselfduring a standard enlistInent.·
'Tlrirrkabout it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime. - .
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
'Are you interested?
'DUnk about it.TIJ.enthink about us. TI1.encall:
1-800-USA-ARMY
W'NW.goarrny.com
BEALL YOU-CANBE~
.ARMY RESERVE
-experience.
''We wanted Dale because he
is such a famous instructor, and
we've heard so many good things
about him from the people who
have studied vocal performance
under his guidance," she says.
Moore has also performed
eleven solos with the Cleveland
Orchestra under Robert Shaw and
George Szell, and taken part in
"Benjamin Britten's' opera,
Albert Herring.
Pond decided to bring
Moore to BSU after spending
. several summers at Linfield
College with voice coach
Richard Miller.
"Just a one-hour session
with Richard cost about $200.1
wanted BSU students to have
that same opportunity without
spending a lot of money."
Pond graduated from BSUin
1996 after earning an under-
graduate degree in general
music with an emphasis in
choral. She says that after
spending time with Miller, she
found there was so much more
to the world of music and
,Illustration by Jeremy Webster
.Entire Store
singing that BSUdidn't offer. And
now she wants to offer that
insight to other vocalists as.soon
as she gets her Master's in Vocal
Pedagogy.
Pond says professionals who
use their voices on a daily basis
should heed Moore's advice.
"This workshop isn't just for
singers but for auctioneers,
lawyers or those in the media.
Teachers should also come to see
how Moore instructs the expert-
. enced and novice vocalists," she
points out.
Pond says organizers chose
high school and college students,
graduates and community memo
bers to take part, because their
ages and experience will add
diversity to the event. All 28 of
the vocalists come from the
Northwest. BS.Uprofessor Laura
Rushing-Raynes, along with stu-
dents Scott Noland and Elizabeth
Wood, are just a few participants
from the university.
To see these and other vocal-
ists work and perform, purchase
tickets at the door for $27.50 for
the full day with a student dis'
count price at $15. For both days,
tickets cost $55 for general '\0.
admission and $30 for students.
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EricaHiIu.II_________ issues as identity, depen- '
Arls& Enlertainmenl Edilof 1 dence, power and trust
L
ove has taken a back seat in as they impact the con-
d' . temporary relationship between
to ay s society Few people the sexes,"
experience wining, dining
'and Casablanca-style whirlwind
romances, because most have
made work and social problems
top issues, and love only a sec-
ondary priority.
This idea appears to be the
basis for the Davis ft Davis exhib-
it, Modern Romance, now on dis'
play at Boise State University's
Gallery 1/ in the Campus School
Building. The photographic show
offers a glimpse into what
romance has become and, accord·
, ing to the artists, "the impossibil-
ity of romantic love in modern
life,"
''We use humor and implied
narrative to investigate such
1/ I . 22 arts & enteriainment.
Find alternative romance at BSU
". Features,.'1lI)IWlJ
5 Bottles Domestic Beer
, for ONLY $5.00
WEDNESDAYS & FRIDAYS
1326 Broadway ~.
o I,~
The photo titled
"Plush" provides
another scene that
seems to have gone
astray, by depicting a
woman vacuuming her
maroon, shag carpet
around her dead
husband who lies in a
pool of Carpet Fresh.
That "investigation" includes
varying ideas on love today. "An
Ugly Scene" displays what some The photo titled "Plush" pro- displays at Clay Doyle Gallery in
might consider a white trash cou- vides another scene that seems to Los Angeles and the Pittsburgh
pie tugging viciously at their child, have gone astray, by depicting a Filmmaker Gallery-Media Arts
represented by a plastic doll. The woman vacuuming her maroon, Center in Pittsburgh. They have
woman, dressed in blue and black shag carpet around her dead hus- also exhibited in 27 select group
hot pants, struggles with the bus- band who lies in a pool of Carpet exhibits in San Francisco, Seattle,
band who,sports greasy hair, a tat· Fresh. Los Angeles and Chicago.
tered shirt and two beer cans tied But not all the pieces offer Denise comes from New York
to his belt. The fight takes place such a humorous view. "The Man City but currently lives in Los
in the front lawn with toys scat- Who Loved Barbie" seems to Angeles with husband SCott. She
tered all about. exemplify, along with many of the earned her Bachelor's of Arts from .
The highlight of the show, "If . other photographs, society's California State Northridge in
a man/woman answers," presents obsession with beauty. One of the 1982 and is a candidate for a
a familiar scene. The two-photo two photos shows a man holding a Master's of Fine Arts from the
display shows a man on one phone magnifying glass up to a 1950's California Institute of Arts at
and ,~ woman on another with Barbie doll and the other a woman . Valencia. Scott was born in New
looks of anticipation, while a sec- in a petticoat, waiting for Hampshire, where he earned his
ond person's hand reaches over to approval. Davis ft Davis claim such Bachelor's of Art and
the hang-up button. photos "mock the way the mass Communication in 1976.
Davis ft Davis claim the pho- media defines men's and women's The free exhibit ends
tos show "staged performances'" roles." October 30. Gallery hours start at
that "suggest that something has Scott Davis and Denise Cara 9 a.m. and last till 6 p.m. on
gone awry within the context of a Davis have shown their work in Monday-Friday and noon to 5 p.m.
cliched situation." fourteen solo exhibits, including Saturday.
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
HOURS 1998/99
MONDAY-THURSDAY SATURDAY
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Hours Recording 426-1816/ Circulation 426-1204
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Broadway comes to Boise once again
Erica Bill stage, actors and cos- 1860's. It details the story of a
AJ1s&EnleminmenIFAilor I tumes to every place' vibrant Englishwoman who
r.he Theater League of Idaho they perform." becomes a governess to the king.will bring the Tony-award The musical starts in the The woman, Anna Leonowens,winning Broadway produc- royal capitol.city of Bangkok in was supposed to teach English
tion of The King And 1 to Boise the Siam kingdom during the and Western ideas to his many
State University OCtober 20-21.
The Morrison Center will play
host to the Rodgers and
Hammerstein's show now making
its national tour.
When it premiered in 1951,
The King And 1 earned five Tony
awards including Best Musical.
The troupe's spokesman, Bruce
Granath, claims that the BSUpro-
du~Hon should prove just as riv-
eting. In fact, the current tour
has already received four Tony
Awards for Best Director, Best
Scenic Design, Best Musical and
Best Costume Design.
"The show 'Will be the same
as the one in NewYork. The com-
pany carries along the same
___ OdoberlU998
\
\
wives and children. The clash
comes when those views differ
from the old fashioned customs
and Leonowens falls in love with
the King. Forbidden love, humil-
iation and death are just a few of
the issuesthat ensue.
.The story developed from a
true account of the 28-year old
English-woman, Leonowens, who
served as a governess to King
Mongkut's 67 children in 1862.
She went to Asia originally to
marry a Major in the Indian Army.
Her husbanddied in 1858and she
remained in Siam for ten years.
Leonowenswrote her experi-
ences down in The English
Governessat the Siamese Court
and The Romanceof the Harem
23 _
which later served as the basis for
The King and I.
. FoxTV calls the production "A
royal treat for the entire family.
With its beautiful songs, gorgeous
voices and spectacular sets and
costumes, this is a golden triumph!
Go!"
The performance will also
include favorite songs such as "\
Whistle a Happy Tune," "Shall We
Dance?" and "Getting to Know'
You."
, Tickets, on sale now at the
Morrison Center Box Office, start
at $20. The Tuesday and
Wednesday performances both
begin at 8 p.m.
Capsule .Reviews
Ultrababyfat may sound like
another weight gain product but
the four-person band proves to be
more than just a "filler." In their group's apparent sense of col-
newest release, Silver Tones lectiveness and unity.
Smile, the troupe pushes the But the center of their sue-
boundaries of rock, especially for cess comes from what guitarist
women artists. and vocalist Michelle DuBois
With a style reminiscent of calls their "creative process"
the Asian rockers Lush, these which shines through in songs
singers, songwriters and musi- like "Twist" and "Salem."
cians build an impressive mix of "As individual songwriters,
garage tunes and Liz Phairvocals. we find inspiration all around
The unconventional lyrics us, from movies, storybooks,
also provide another dimension to relationships, screwed up peers
their unique soundalong with the and really anything. Our
brains are always spinning fit
lover .many different top- ~ics." g:fli
Each of their songs :
seems to reflect that sense ~
f
g
o random, everyday inspi- g
ration making this a great:' _.l>. .
album for anytime and any- -"
oD
one. cg
Ericilllilll-U -------
Ails& EnIl'11ainmenl FAilor_
Ultrababyfat
Silver Tones Smile
Velvel Records
Grade: A
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Campus clubs offer energy release
Charlie Jokisaari ' mountaineering and ice
I-SpoI1s-"-rtt-er=====::::1 climbing, making it a
part of the winter sea-
Ifthe rigors of academe, work, son. And the addition of climbingand the occasional social event as part of the intramural programaren't enough to occupy your next year is being considered.
carefully planned-out life or tap "[It's a] great way for anyone
your endless supply ot energy, to get out and experience climb.
consider joining one of the vari· ing with a bunch of people," com-
ous clubs offered at BSU. ments club president Brian
Contrary to popular belief, Whitney. "And if you're more
riot all BSU students are social experienced we (the club) can
introverts. It's possible to find· a add some variety to whatever
student life right here on campus. you're doing."
A variety of athletic, academic Recently, members ventured
and special interest venues are to the City of Rocks, a pcpular
offered through Boise State site. for' climbing just south of
Student Organizations. For exam- Burley, for their first meeting.
pie: They will continue to meet at 10
a.m. on the first Saturday of
every month in the climbing gym,
located at the northwest corner
of the Human Performance
Building, to plan activities.
For more information about
the club, call Brian Whitney at
345·9340.
Rock climbing
BSLJ'srock climbing club pro-
vides an introduction for begin'
ning climbers as well as helping
further the skills of those familiar
with the sport. Whether you're an
experienced climber or have
never touched the vertical sur-
face of a cliff before, the club
offers the chance to develop a
new skill while experiencing
Idaho's spectacular outdoors.
Members plan day trips to
local climbing spots, competi·
tions, slide shows and other activo
ities. They also participate in
area competitions throughout the
year.
"[It's a] great way for
anyone to get out and
experience climbing
with a bunch of
people," comments
club president Brian
Whitney. "And if you're
more experienced we
(the club) can add some
variety to whatever
you're doing."
For the upcoming year the
club has responded to interest in
Bowling Club
BSUoffers a bowling league
that plays area teams including
Washington State University,
Idaho State University, University
of Utah, and the mecca of com-
petitive bowling-Las Vegas. The
top five men's and women's aver-
ages make up the tournament
team.
Eligibility for tournament
competition requires being a full
time student who maintains a 2.0
GPA, participation in club
fundraising events-and some
bowling skills.
If you would like more infer-
mation about the bowling club,
contact Michael Pea at 395·0956
or Debra Dooieralski at 362·2301.
Volleyball Club
This co-ed club provides BSU
students and the community a
competitive and fun atmosphere
centered around volleyball. The
Volleyball Club has a current
membership of 42 students and
staff.
The group meets twice a
week in the old BSU gym. For
more information. contact Jason
Weaver at 384·1389
Soccer Club
This men's Soccer Club has
openings for players with skill
who would enjoy competition at
the collegiate level.. The club
recently moved from non·affilia·
tion into the Intermountain
Collegiate Soccer Association.
They now play teams from Idaho
State University, Utah Valley
State, Utah State, and Dixie in
Southern Utah.
The season has been under
way for several weeks already.
Their next home game takes
place at 10 a.m. Sat. Oct. 17
against Utah' State at Ann
Morrison park.
If you would like more infor-
mation contact Oystein VoId at
424·1730.
Sky Diving Club
The BSU sky diving club
caters to the needs of people who
feel the desire to test theories of
gravity and the physics of motion
and drag, and who might enjoy
falling through the atmosphere
while contemplating a high-speed
collision with the earth.
The club's interest in making
sky diving accessible to new
members includes learning and
safety. They would like to send
already accomplished divers to
national competition. The club
currently seeks young people with
a lot of energy, guts and motive-
tion.
Sabrina Call, president of the
club, says, itAgood skydive is bet·
ter than bad sex;" and probably
safer.
For more information con-
tact Call at 362·4534.
Ski and Snowboard Club A
re you a
. sports fan?
no you
write well? The
Arbiter would like
to talk with you
about Writing for
the sn,.ottSl. ~·ection.
F/~" . ~ -,Cow,e talk "'~:~o
Mi~ l··~'ih~ .. _""~o~ H
ou~>..~~·s. R bas1-
men·~~~r s~he
street "frc . the
SUB. Or call 345-
8204. Please pro-
vide a resume and
three writing
samples as well.
The season of snow will be
upon us soon. And the BSUSki and'
Snow' boarding Club aims to
make the most of the winter sea-
son, The club holds several fund
raising events to support group
ski trips. These outings allow
skiers and snowboarders of all
skill levels to share the experi·
ence in' a learning and social
atmosphere.
As of yet, there is no word
on when and where this club
meets. Contact Kristan Hiner,
club president, at 376·8826 for
more info~mation.
If you are interested in
exploring other BSUclub organi·
zations consult the Student
Organization Directory. You can
pick one up at Student Activities, "
located in' the Student Union
Building in the hallway leading to
the Special Events Center. -==========1
Find out what
It takes to be a
better dad.
·ALL
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Call 1-800- 790-DADS.
B.A.B.S., advises the recently
formed student club, and
helps the team raise funds to
offset travel expenses.
In preparation for the
upcoming post-season tourna-
ments, B.A.B.S. plays in Boise
State's Intramural flag foot-
ball league. As the only all-
women team in the league,
one may be led to believe
they serve only as so much
fodder for other teams.
"They certainly aren't
afraid to play anybody," says
Nigrini.
It's a good thing, because
no other women's teams have
made it through a full season
of competing against the
B.A.B.S.
''They've been so well
organized and so good, that
all other women's teams that
might have signed up are
either scared away, or try for
a week .and get thumped so
badly that they quit," adds
Nigrini.
B.A.B.S. ' ongms are
clouded in mystery. Campus
\ 26 sports
B.A.B.S. firing up for post season
October It 1998
Douglas Dana _
SportsWdler=:J
Boise State's most intim-idating motley crewappears ready to do
some damage, literally and
figuratively, to their regional
competition.
Boise State's only, exclu-
sively women's flag football
team, affectionately named
"B.A.B.S." (Bad-Ass Bitches),
are preparing themselves for
this year's Regional Flag
Football championships in
Phoenix, Arizona, Nov. 13-
15.
This season B.A.B.S.
looks to three-peat as
regional champions, having
won the tournament the last
two years in a row. By doing
so, B.A.B.S. earned all-
expenses paid trips (thanks'
to NIKE) to the Intramural
National Championships held
every year in New Orleans.
Jenny Nigrini, Assistant
Director of Recreation at
Boise State and self-pro-
claimed advocate for
wilD
IlmIllE OPPORIUNmfSTOHaP KIDS
1·888~544-KlDS
I Coaltton for America's Clildren
Those B.A.B.S.' are ready to take on the big boys
rumors tell of how they were
first conceived several years
ago. Supposedly four male res-
ident advisors at Boise State
made a bet on who could orga-
nize the most formidable
women's flag football team
from their respective halls.
The winning team of the ensu-
ing tournament eventually
developed into B.A.6.S as we
now know them.
In their most recent league
match-up against 'Morrison
Hall; B.A.B.S. won 18-12 in a
game that lasted until sunset.
But you won't hear B.A.B.S.
team members gloating over
the victory.
''They don't really care
that much about intramurals.
They're just practicing, "
Nigrini mentions. ''They're
focused on the regional tour-
nament."
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Lineups for the game (by
number, and posttion)
.Boise State Weber State
No. Name Pos. 49 Kevin Birt S No. Name Pos.
1 Nate Sparks QB 50 Jayson Bruce LS 1 Anthony Parker RC
2 Ryan Brinkley S 51 Tony Altieri DT 3 John Fassel WR/H
3 Shaunard Harts DB/RB 52 Andy Bennett DE 4 Chris Wallace QB
4 Jeff Davis SIP 54 Shawn Sandoval LB 5 Keenan Gordon FS
5 Rodney Smith WR 55 Bradley Phillips DL 7 Jason Allen WLB
'1 6 Rod Brown RB 56 Scott Huff C 8 Michael Thompson RC
7 Marcel Yates S 57 Joey Horvat OL 10 Jimmy Atkins WR/PR
8 Antwain Wilson WR 58 Matt Navest OL 13 Rashard Magee WR/KR
9 Isaac Henderson S 59 Sky Dumont DE 15 Wade Davis LC
10 Damien Schilling DB 60 Jarrad Renner OL 16 Ryan Webber QB
11 B.J. Rhode QB 61 Jeremy Mankins OT 17 Spencer Sigoda SS
13 Quintin Mikell DB/WR 62 Tom Anderson LS 18 Damon Greenberry WR
14 Todd Belcastro PK 64 Ryan Groneman OG 21 Rashad Kennedy WR
15 Dee Ross DB 67 Jermaine Belin OT 22 Morgan Welch RB
16 Bryan Harsin QB 69 Mike Maloy DE 24 Cardedrick Foreman lC.
17 Bart Hendricks QB 70 Greg Klum Ol 25 Richard Clarke WR
18 John Gonzalez KIP 71 Derek Olley Ol 30 Tomahawk Maddox RB
19 Brad Arbon FB n Scott Buttice Ol 32 Adam Casto SlB
20 Marty Johnson RB 74 Willie Van Gorder Ol 33 Anthony Johnson SlB
21 Makeesh Brooks S 76 Nick lemalu OT 37 Ryan Wight FS
22 Damon Bouie CB 77 Jim Morse Ol 41 Matt Jensen MlB
23 Aristotle Thompson S 78 Rob Vian Ol 42 Brad Rekuc MlB
24 Eron Hurley FB 79 Keith Dilworth OT 43 Aaron Pelch lE
25 Davy Malaythong RB 80 Jeb Putzier TE 47 Scott Shields SS/P/K
26 Casey Fisher DB 81 Corey Nelson WR 48 David Stroshine WLB
27 Ross Farris S 82 Zeke Johnson WR 49 Mike Minnoch P/K
28 Billy Wingfield WR 83 Jason Smith WR 51 Kelly Kariger lT/RT
29 Gavin Reed RB 84 Tony Mamaril WR 52 Kris Jackson C
30 Nicko Tatum RB 85 Ryan Stearns. WR 53 Chris Wood C/KS
31 Randy selden DB/RB 86 Matt Sevieri WR 55 Brian Eimisten RE
32 Joe Stallworth CB 87 Mike Davisson WR 56 Damion Wright lG
33 Tyrer Dayton LB 88 Jim Brekke TE 58 Russ Judd lG
34 Bryan Johnson lB 89 Dave Stachelski DE 61 Ryan Sandall LT
35 Paul Fischer RB 90 Jon Rydman DT 67 Phil Bunch IT
37 Tyler Edwards WR 91 Aaron Nelson Dl 71 Carl Wright RT
38 Josh Galeai FB 92 Matt Hill DE 76 Rick Judd RG
39 Shay Swan LB 93 Bobby Setzer Dl 79 Adam Johnson RG --I::r
Jeff Copp DT 87 Teddy Michael Joseph RE (1)40 Faraja Greathouse DE 94 ~
41 Dempsey Dees DB 95 Cheyenne Pietri LB 91 Jason lSwampi Mjller IT Sf.
:r
li)
42 Kareem Williams LB 96 Brett Thompson PK 93 Santos Carrillo lE
....
•
43 Kevin Chiles DB 97 Eddie Ibarra PK 94 Cal Mead RT ~
44 Ron Pound TE 98 Bobby Hammer Dl 96 Ryan Prince TE
sg
45 Derek Burrell DE 99 Nate Colbert TE 97 Joel Barrow RT
.... Jt....
46 Matt Strohfus LB/TE
David Bailey RB 99 William Hawes TE/PS· ~....
48 Lou Fanucchi WR
Jay Swillie WR/DB ..,g..,g
C»
of as en individual you will get a we can. We have gotten along
lot more results." really well with the coaching
Setzer also recognizes a dif- staff and we believe in them. "
ference in coaching between last Setzer's hard work and dedi-
year's Houston Nutt and current cation may earn him a profession-
coach Dirk Koetter. al football career in the National
"He (Koetter) is really profes- ' Football League. What remains
sional and straightforward with true right now is that Setzer will
What he does," Setzer says. "I not be happy with his career at
think that a lot of guys have taken Boise State University unless the
that and become focused [so] that team succeeds.
we can play well and do the best Editor's note: The Broncos lost Saturday as The
Arbiter was going to print. Please note the
change in their record.
'I 28 .. SPOrts 0tIt1er14,1998-_-
Setzer works for the team, is potential for NFL
Hale Pelerson now enjoys an even better
--$JNIIJ--Wlil-' er-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=I season than last year and
has drawn the attention
With fl.·vegames remaining of some NFLscouts.in his Boise State Setzer, however, isn't think.University football ing about the National Football
career, Senior Bobby Setzer keeps League or the
only one goal on his mind: his amount of sacks
team's success. he will record in
"What Ido on the field does- his next game.
n't mean that much to me," "I try not
Setzer said. "I'm more concerned: to set goals for
with how the team plays and how myself," Setzer
the team does than how well I comments. "I
do." I f hset goa S ort e
Setzer, in his second year as team to win as
a Bronco, spent his first two sea- many games as
sons at Walla Walla. Community we can and win
College in Washington state. the Big West
During his sophomore year championship ..
Setzer served as a team captain Basically, just
receiving all-region honors. play the best possible football we
Former Head Coach Houston Nutt can. "
then, recruited Setzer. But Setzer has not even set
, In his first year as a Bronco, his mind on the Big West
Setzer earned honorable mention Championship at this point. He has
all·conference honors from the a game to think about this
BigWest Conference. He attribut· Saturday.
es nis success to his work ethic. The Broncos have proved
"The coaches have helped
me rlovelop into the player I am,"
Setzer says. "I've put a lot of
WGfKin for myself and for. this
fc it team."
etzer still works hard, trying
tc "..tter his game for both the
teen I'S benefit and his. His com-
m.u.nent focuses on the present
and the future.
One of the biggest things is
jusvontinuatly developing as
time goes on and learning not
om, 'lOWto bea good player but
also oeing a student of the
c, game," Setzer says. "1 think that
it takes time and committment. It
doesn't happen overnight.
Last summer, Setzer rei·
~ ega ted himself to the
A' ~ weightroom. He improved
...r his squat 75 pounds to a 500
~ pound max, pushed his 40·
.s yard dash time to 4.n sec-
... e:: onds and recorded a 30.5
~ inch vertical leap.
:e The hard work has been«
~ paying off for Setzer, who
quite successful at winning games
this year. They sit at 3-3 and have
suffered only one loss in the Big
West.
"I don't think we've surprised
anyone," Setzer says. "One of our
major things is
just playing the
best football we
can and making
this program as
good as we can."
Setzer main-
tains an opti-
mistic outlook and
believes this
year's team fea-
tures an impor-
tant element that
was lacking last
year.
"One of the big things for us
now is playing together, " he points
out. "We've united as a team and
we have a lot of unity going on.
We are really united as a team and
I just think there is a lot more
energy and togetherness, When
you are playing as a team instead
..... Ih. lam. aM..... 1 C
New 2 bed. 21/2 bath Townhouse
Close to campus
011••• / .. 1101••• &1 I
-lippi, '100 ' ........ Id ...
,., .... ,010II (Haln •• 0......,)
- Pat.H 010II ...-.,M ". A I..
-as,DOD , ..
,;"'.INNII 0%". A.......
Call owner: Chet Pipkin
322~272
Presented by:
, Caplstrorio
Construction
* Owner Broker *
,.
A77EIITlOII EMPLO'/EEI AtID FULL-TIME STIlliEtn'S OF BIU
AtCapital Educators Federal Credit Union, checking (draft) accounts are FREE!
AND FOR A LIMITED TIME •••
***COUPON: Ifyou bring in this ad and open a!!!!! draft (checking) account, we will give
you 52.00 off on the first box of checks you order from us. OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/98***
• NO monthly service charge
• NO per item fees
• NO minimum balance requirement
• NO surcharge Automated Teller Machines .
(ATM's) at all 3 office locations (24 hours a day,
7 days per week cash availability)
ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:
• FREE Access to your account through
Capital Line (Audio Response), 24 hours a
day, Tdays a week (transfer funds, verify
ICEd@italucators MAlNOFFICEPARK CENTER
McMILLANFEDERAL CREDIT UNION
balances, cleared checks, and much, much more
• Direct Deposit of payroll checks, government
checks, etc.
• VISA Check (debit) Cards (Check Guarantee;
ATM, & Debit all in one card - OAC) available
(VISA Credit Cards also available OAC)
© Call us atl-208-377-4600 or 1-800-223-7283 for
more information on our checking accounts and
aU our many other services. We want to be your
full-service financial iMtitution!
7450 Thunderbolt Dr. (by Franklin & Cole), Dome
500 E. Highland (nen to Park Suite Hotel), Dome
12195 McMillan (by Centennial High School), Dome
study break! 29_--
Top Ten rejected Homecoming themes:
10. Who's Coach yellow+blue=green· are Better Than Party on Tablerock
This Week? 7. A Blue and Orange You-a Salute to Fat 3. Side by Side by
9. Buster Bronco's Horse-Genetic Kids Saddam
Enchanted Feedbag Misfire or Act of 5. Locker RoomLore 2. Buster's Flea and
8. Peeon the Smurf- God? with MargeSchott Tick Bath Bash
Turf- 6. WhySportsStars 4. Cometo the Real 1. Tackle This!
All help is confidential ~ I
1-80:;:5~900 10Planned Parenthood';~ ........_ .,,~I~6111.flintonS!!el!f. _ 3z..6-2JO!!.I
--------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
Many Vegetarian Dishes High Taste, Low Fat i
~.
I~',,,,,,
I
I
I
I,
:-.,
I
Homemade Tamales !,
I
I
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ..
Pregnant?
and need help ...
FREE
Pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
1101N.28th Boise, Idaho 83702
342-1898
by Eric Ellis
Rico Suave sez . . .
Hey, baby.•.The Arbiter doesn't suck anymore!
1-------------
INowAccepting New Patients! I
I
I Confidential & Affordable ,
I Reproductive Health Care
r .
*Female Clinicians r
*/ncome-Based Fees ,
~LLa. yOUcan !
'ft.1i~"';#~AT.... ."..
\NEDNESDAYS I
1326 Broadway Ave. .
~*Evening & Saturday Hours
~ *Appointment Within 48 Hours
Bring this ad and receivea FREE DRINK with taco or burrito order
Location: inside Christina's Hours: Mon-Fri llam-2:30 pm
Bakery, in the back saturday Mexican Brunch
5th & Main, Downtown Boise 9:30 am-2:30 pm
385-0133
Vegan Specials.
,....
. • - - - - ~ - -, _. - - M t 1 - r % r
J~' \1..-' -'-- __ 30
CROSSWORD 2
ACROSS
1. Not any, old style
5. and for all
9. Sore all over
13. TheWay_It
(Patti Davis
autobiography)
14. Track figure
15. Treeof the sapodilla
family
16. Penned persons
17. Stallone portrayal
18. Suspension vehicle
19. Goal
20. Unpunctual
21." not to make
reply.." (Tennyson)
23. Hiatus
25. Layers
26. __ Gal Sixpence
27. Calm
28. Songbird
31. Type of fur
34. Obligated
35. Clip grass
36. Skipper's word
37. Loved ones
38. First name in
spydom
39. One of Frank's exes
40. Parts of some travel
packages
41. Passport
endorsements
42. Common abbr.
43. Sorts
44. Suited
45. Pulls
47. Problem
51. Chalice
, 53. Blush shade
54. Divulge
55. Shape of an egg
56., Simpleton
58. Clement
59. Venom
60. stenches
61. _ regni
62. Lazily
63. New Jersey team
64. Aert van der __
DOWN
1. Not as naughty
2. Together
3. Tears
4. Word of assent
5. Expound
6. Seward Penmsula
city
7. What's left when the
kernels are gone
8. Feelings
9. Autumn flower
10. It's just before
Boxing Day
11. Do I a Waltz?
12. Thanksgiving side
dish
, 14. Scrape
20. Exist
22. Embraced
24. Stack
25. Sees the sights
27. Embers
29. Fragment
30. "_ brillig and the
slithy toves ..."
31. Ditto!
32. Dismounted
33. Tot's shore toy
34. Nebs
37. Erasure
38. Acarid
40. 5,280 feet
41. Low
44. Pugilists' pounders
46. Tin Pan_
47. Portals
48. The U.S.'s political
bellwether
49. Winnie· the-Pooh's
creator
. 50. Fervor
51. Asian desert
52. "Amores" writer
53. Funnyman
57. Opponent of AES
58. Marathon_
Answers to
September
30 puzzle
study break! Ocloberl!1998, _
't It·
ORIENTALEXPRESS
LUNCH I DINNER, DINE IN 0' CARRY OUT
Call or Fax in To Go Orders '
o 4 Cr.b Pops ' $ 2.75
o 6 Pot Stickers (Aft.r 2p.) 3.95
o Mudarll Hot Olel 4.25
o L•• ol C'Icl.1 4.50
o hural Tso's Cblcl ~ 4.50
o MOI.olI.1 ae.f 4.50
o Yolc.lo 5brl.p " 5.25
oH.pp, F•• II, 4.25
We also serve, Vegetarian dishes I
1///1, Telephone (201}345-1161 110North 11th Street, ,,"\ '\'\ :'1
~ Fa (201) 345-1141 Boise,Idaho 13702 ~
Need cash?
New Donors
Earn $20 Today~
(wi Student 10)
7
Up to $155 per month with
only 2-4 hours per week
I Current ID & proof of
residency required
Brin 9 a friend and earn
$10 extra
Inactive donors mention
this ad for $5 bonus
(30 days since last Visit).
SeraCare Plasma
338-0613
4017 Overland
1-1--_-- -- -- -lkt-Obe-rlt-lGG-8 ~--------d-as-sifi-le-ds-----------31-=--=--_-_---'i '
at BSU giving piano
lessons; different levels
and ages.' ,
Professional accompanist
for singers or instrumen·
talists. Contact Miila at
378·4866 for prices and
further information.
Conference. December
2-5 1998. 35 Industry ,
Panels and 175 Music
Showcases. Call 215-587-
9550 or visit
www.gopmc.com to regis-
ter. If it's happening in
the music industry, it's
happening 'here.
Quiet, includes
, washer/dryer, hardwood
floors and storage avail-
able. Must be smoker,
animal and gay friendly.
$350.00/month +1/2 util- .
ities + $150.00 deposit.
Call '389·9150 and leave
message.
Wagon. 4 wheel drive,
automatic, new tires and
breaks. $2000.000.B.0.
Both are in goodcondi·
tion. Call 362-4098.
Help Wanted
Great Beginnings Daycare
now hiring teachers!
Experienced early child-
hood development majors
preferred. Call 342-6400.
Roommate Wanted
Tired of cleaning house?
Give yourself a break!
Call Janet 395-1828.
Experienced, Flexible,
Thorough! Affordable-
compare to local cleaning~
agencies!
For Sale Recreation
~
Alaska Summer
Employment Fishing
industry. Excellent stu-
dent earnings and bene-
fits, potential (up to
$2850.00 +/month +
Room/Board) .. Get an
early start! Ask us how!
517-336·4165 ext.
A59031.
Roommate needed Fast!
Room for rent '$262/month
plus utilities. Central Park
Apartments. M/F, non-
smoking, needs to move in
before Nov. 1st. Call 331·
2312.
Personals'94 Specialized
Rockhopper' Compo 16 1/2
inch fram. Paid $700.00
will sell for $200.00-
Excellent condition, must
see! Call 321·1705.
PLAY I'AINTBALL Indoor
or Outdoor Boise, 424·
0775.
F/ M roommate needed to
share a 3BDR, 1 Bath
house, close to BSU and
Downtown. $350.00/mo.
+ .1/2 utilities. Call 345-
1580 or 658·8435.
Singles, well off good
looking professionals,
seeking others. For free
information write I.S.c.
POBox 494841 Garland
TX 75049-4841. 24hr
(972) 303-4023.
Academic
PPI
Services
Must Sell! Moving out of
the Country! '87 Isuzu
Trooper. 4 wheel drive,
oversized wheels, 2 door,
well maintained) Ale.
$4000.000.B.0.
Also, '85 Subaru GL
Need a piano teacher??
Need an accompanist??
Graduate music student
M/F to share 2 bedroom, 1
bath Northend home.Register Nowl The .
Philadelphia Music
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION AND
NATIONAL
GEOGRAPmC
NEED YOUR HELP!
Temponuy Help Wanted
Immediately
$7.50 to$8.00
Per Hour Guarentced Evening
and Weekend Hours
part-time or full time
FOR COMPLETE
DETAILS CALL
(208) 376-4480
Join "Boise's Best Fast
Food Burgers"
1181 N. Milwaukee
across from Home Depot.
~:Jo::so ,"".... ,
Sf' f~,
~~",
~5~r.~~
Open 'TillMidnight Weekdays & 2:00 AM Weekends
rM;iit7r; -::r C;oi'De;-lr
I Del ivered ~. , .• 1tarqe ~' ·1. ~7291 Topping Pizza II 2 Medium, ~" I ~799
I Cheese Pizzas ;Ius Tax ~. Plus Tax , ILimited delivery areas. Not valid with any otherlLlmlted delivery areas. Not valid with a~y other
offer.Valid at participating stores only. offer.Valid at participating stores only. ..J'I ExpIres 1/30/99 .Expires 1/30/99--_ ..._--
345-5551
:;!
<1l
~
~<1l..,
•o
n
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The Arbiter would like to thank the following sponsors:i_ Burger IN Brew Busters Auto Java Newt&Haro/d's -River City Dry Goods Form
Chuck-A-Rama Orienta/Express -RUbberfl,Eljn~owB/uesBoquet
Capital Educators Papa John's Romance UnUm.ited ·Litt/eCeasers Regils
